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Abstract
Let O and O′ be the centre and a point on the surface of the earth.
Take 75 points E1 E2………Eq…E75 on the prolongation of OO′ line. The dis-
tance of O′ and E is 1km, and that of adjucent two points is 500m. Hence
O′ Eq=1/2(1+q)km. Consider a horizontal plane of 1 cm2 area on Eq point, which
is vertical to OEq. It is named by Eq plane. This plane can receive the pri-
mary scattering intensity generated by the atmosphere in the sky dome seen
from Eq. This intensity originates of course the horizontal primary scattering
intensity falling on the upper side of Eq plane. Now, we divide the total
energy of the Sun outside the earth's atmosphere into twelve domains. Let
pi, λi and λi′ be respectively the mean transmission coefficient of each domain,
the upperlimit of wavelength of the domain, the domain, the wavelength cor-
responding to pi. We have the following table
Table 1.
The energy of the Sun outside the earth's atmosphere for λi′ can be gain
from the reseach of Abbot.
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Let θ1 be the angle between a line passing through Eq, which is hereafter
named by θ1 line, and OEq line. Let A be the azimuth of the vertical plane
containing θ1 line relative to the Sun's azimuth. Take following values of θ1
and A:θ1=90°+5n (n=1～6) , 150; 180°; A=0, π/2, π, 3π/2.
We have computed the primary scattering intensities coming from (θ1A1)
directions by the combination of all values of θ1 and A mentioned above.
From this computation we have further computed the horizontal primary
scattering intensity falling on the upper side of Eq plane for each of the
Sun's altitude h=30, 60, 90 of 12 wavelength domain in I0/12 (I0 is the solar
const.) unit, each of λi′ (the width being 0,001μ) in cal/cm2, min. unit and the
total wavelength domain in I0 unit and cal/cm2.min unit. The results have
been given in 6 tables. Moreover, a lot of figure amounting to 21 sheets has
been gained. 18 sheets of them are expressing the horizontal primary scatter-
ing intensity for each λi´ and the total wave length domain and for each h
by taking as abscissa and intensity as ordinate in cal/cm2, min unit for each
λ and h. Three sheets are expressing the wavelength distribution of the
horizontal intensity for each h and q by taking λi′as abscissa and horizontal
intensity in cal/cm2.min. unit as ordinate. We have found the following four
laws:
1. The intensity decreases with increasing q for each h and each λ′i.
2. The intensity increases with increasing h for each q and each λ′i.
3. The value of the wavelength in which the intensity becomes max. de
creases with increasing q for each h.
4. The value in the same meaning as 3. decreases with increasing h for
each q.
1. Introduction. In the preceding paper the author has researched the
horizontal primary scattering intensity falling on the earth's surface (Ref. 1).
In this paper he has computed the values falling on the upper sides of the
horizontal planes at the level of (q+1)/2km, q-W5.
2. The method of computation. Let 0 and O′ be the earth's center and a
point on its surface. Take 75 points E, E2 Eg---E75 on the prolonged line
of OO′, i. e. the vertical line at O′. The elevation of E from O′ is 1 km, and
two adjucent points Eg and Eォ,+, are apart from each other by 500m. Hende,
0%-Kq+1) km. Consider a horizontal plane of lcm2 area on Eg point,
whch is vertical to OE9. It is named by Eg plane. This plane can receive
the primary scattering intensity generated by the atmosphere in the sky
dome seen from Eg. The intensity originate of course the horizontal primary
scattering intensity falling on the upper side of Eg plane. Now, we divide the
total energy of the Sun outside the earth's atmosphere into twelve domains.
Let p^ li, Ai′ k* and I。(l′O be respectively the mean transmisson coefficient
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of each domain, the upper limit of wavelength of the domain, the wavelength 
corresponding to pi, extinction coefficient corresponding to pi and the Sun's 
energy outside the earth's atmosphere. We have the foll~wing table (Ref. 1). 
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Io(A,f) is gaind from Abbot's research and Linke's Table. The unit and wave-
length width are (cal/cm2. min) IC-' and 0.001/1. 
Let 6, be the angle of a line passiing through Eq, which is hereafter 
named by e, Iine, from OEq line. Let A be the azimuth of the vertical plane 
containing o * Iine relative to the Sun's azimuth. Take the following values 
of a, and A: O,=95+5n (n=0-5), 15C, 180 in a degree unit, A=0, 7rl2, 7T 
5711 2 . 
Let O" be the intersecting point of 6, Iine by the atmospheric upper 
limit. We have divided the line section EgO" for each 6t into four equal 
parts T (p 1-5) bemg the drvidmg pomt. N.ow, ki be the extinction coeffi-
cient, then the amount of primary scattering received at Eq Point from an air 
portion at Tp exposed to the direct solar ray bounded by a cone of one 
steradian, with its axis at (elA) direction and its vertex at Eq, and a shell of 
Im width with its centre at Tp becomes in the unit of the incident direct solar ray 
5 kip(Tp) (1+cos (p) piE(TP) (1) 
1 67c 
cos(p = sine I cosAcosh-- cose * sinh (2) 
, here p(Tp) being the atmospheric mass in I m* at T1', ~](Tp) is the sum 
of two traversed masses when the direct solar ray reaches Tp from the upper 
atmospheric limit and the scattered ray reaches Eq from Tp, in the unit of 
whole atmospherie mass penetrated by the vertical cylinder at O'. (Ref2) 
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p(Tn)Pi2(Tp) =S' (iq6 , Api) 
It is evident that T.=Eq. T*=0". S'(iq6*Api) is a function of i, 
and p Let us S' denote for brevity as S'(p) and put 
S(iq6 , Ah) = S'(O) + 4S'(1 ) + 2S'(2) + 4S'(5) + S'(4) (4) 
The precise calculation is indispensable to expect rigorous result. 
object we must make three points T~ Tb T* which divide the section 
into four equal parts for the following combination of Eq and Af in 
and 100" (Table 5) . 
Table 3. 
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Let us put f, =S'(O)+4S'(a)+2S'(b)+4S'(c)+S'(1) 
f . = S'(1 ) + 5S'(2) + 5S'(5) + S'(4) 
In the above combination we may only to use 
9 S(1q6 Ah) ~f,+~f. (6) 
instead of (4). 
Now, put 
EgO".S(iq6 *Ah)=0""(lq6 Ah) (,7) 
here EgO" being expressed in the unit of the earth's radius 6570km, and cal-
culate o~'(iq6,Ah) by putting 
(1 + cos'(p)6"(iq6 * Ah) =0"(iq6 , Ah) (8) 
Then we must only to multiply 
5ki I I . 6570 10 10 5 16816k (9) 
16~ '~'4 
to o"'(iq6 ,Ah) to gain the amount of primary scattering receiveed at Eg POint 
from a cone of one steradian with its axis at (e,A) and vertex at Eq. Here it 
is noticed that 
1 m' = 10*cm' . I km =10*cm 
That is to say : the amount is expressed by 
S , (iq6 , Ah) =5 . 16816ki6'(iqO , Ah) ~O) 
= .16816ki(1+cos'(p).EgO".S(iq6 *Ah) (1D 
Strictly speaking. ~:(Tp) is dependent to A because the mass traversed by 
the direct solar ray is evidently dependent to A although that traversed by 
the scattered ray is never dependent. But when the Sun's altitude h;~50' we 
can recognize ~(Tp) to be independent to A with negligible error in this 
research, then I +cos'p is the only one e'xisting expression in (11) that is de-
pendent to A. 
Let us define F(iqe*Ah) by (l~ 
F(1q6 Ah) Ism6 cos6* S,(iq6*Ah)] (1~ 
To calculate the horizontal scattering intensity we must in general use 
the next procedure : we will at first integrate F with respect to 6 , and then 
integrate thus obtained result with respect to A. This procedure demands us 
very much labour. But we can fortunately utilize the fact that the only exist-
ing expression (1+cos'p) in (12) is dependent to A which is clear from the 
above explanation. This utilization enables us to save some extent of the 
labour. 
As S(iqa*Ah) is independent to A in this case we can put S(iq6 *h) in-
stead of S(iq6*Ah). From (11) we get 
S,(iqAe,h)sin(1T-e,)cos(7r 6 ) 5 16816ki(1+cos p)E O" S(lqe h) 
sin(7T-6,)cos(7r-O,) (13) 
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When if we put 
EqO". S(iq6 *h)=S2(iq6 ,h) G~ 
(13) becomes 
S (1qO Ah)sm(7r e )cos(7r-6*)=5.16816ki(1+cos2p)sin(7r-6,) 
cos(7c-6,) S2(iqO,h) a~ 
Let us put 
5 . 1 6816ki(1 + cos'(p) =f (iq6 , Ah) (16) 
It is clear that 
f h) +f(iq6 , 7rh) :" f (iqO , Ah)dA =~{f (iq6 , oh) + f (iq6 , ~ 
+f(1q6 ~7c h)} (1~ 
Denote the right hand side by f'(iq6,h) in (17) 
Calculate f"(iq6 h) by 
f'(iq6 ,h)sin( 71 -6 *)cos( 7r --6 ,) =f"(iq6 h) ~8) 
and S.(iqOth) by 
f"(iq6 1 h)S2(iqO ;h) = S.(iq6 * h) (19) 
Then the horizontal scattering intensity will be 
7cr~ 5 ~~~L~ ' 180 C Hp.(iqh) 4 {S. (i,q,95',h) + S*(i,q, I 05',h) + S*(i,q, 1 1 5',h)} 
+2{S.(i,q,100',h)+S.(i,q,110',h)}+S.(i,q,120',h)] 
+ 5 180 ' ' l ZL . ~~~frt~ -S.(i,q,120' h)+S.(i,g,150' h)} ~O) 
5. The result of computation. Hp, is the horizontal primary scattering 
intensity falling on Eq b･ounded in each wavelength domain in (1/12)1. unit. 
Sum up these 12 values of each domain and divide by 12, i. e. ~Hp.112, then 
we can get the value for the total wavelength in I. unit which is denoted by 
T in the Table I . 
Multiplication of Hp, and I.(Af) is the horizontal Primary scattering inten-
sity falling on Eq bounded in 0.0Clp width of wavelength with its centre at 
A'i in the unit of cal/cm2. min, and ~Hp*112, multiplied by I.=1.94, is the 
value for total wavelength domain in cal/cm2. min unit. 
These values are tabulated in Table I , II . 
4. How to use Table. Table I , II show respectively the va]ues of Hp* 
and L(Af)Hp.. Table I is expressed in the unit of (1/12)I~ 10-" for each 
wavelength domain denoted by D and I. 10-" for T. However, Tbale II is 
expressed in the unit of (cal/cm'. min) 10-" both for Af and T. 
In Table I and II , in the column of q, q=0 means the earth's surface, 
q=1 and q means the level points of lkm height and (q+1)/2krn, so that the 
value for the level point of 500m height is not calculated 
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We have attached marks * to indicate changes in common units. Let us 
denote Q as the value of q at which the value of intensity is attached by 
them. It sh,ould be noticed that the value of n in the array of the upper 
side is applied to the range from q=0 to Q-1. However, n in the array of 








l.002 1.067 1.096 1.155 1.155 1.161 1,172 1.174 1.224 1.191 1,194 1.185 
l.005 1.050 1.074 1.099 1.l]O 1.124 1.151 1.145 1.161 1.142 1.145 1,147 
0.996 0.960 0,941 0.925 0.912 0.906 0.898 0.895 0.884 0.854 0.875 0.896 
l . 085 
l . 056 
O . 972 
The intensity for q=0 has been already gfven in Table 11(b) in Ref. I . 
This is slightly different from that of Table. The ratio of the value in Ref. to 
that in Table in this paper is given in Table 4. This difference is attributed 
to the condition that we have only used e, =50', 60', 90', these values being 
corresponding to 6, =120', 150', 180', in this paper, and therefore the value in 
Ref. I is inferoir to that in this paper in precision. 
But the value of the ratio is interesting in the meaning that it has regu-
lar change : it decreases with increasing h. 
5. Fxplanation of figure. The result of calculation are not only express-
ed in Table above mentioned but also given in a lot ,of fig. to faciliate the 
synoptical understanding. 
fig. I -18 are expressing the value now in question corresponding to Ta-
ble for each h and for each Af and the total wavelength domain by taking q 
as abscissa and the value as ordinate. 
The value in the unit of cal/cm'. min is the multiplication of 10-" (n 
being given on the ordinate line with small blacket) and the ordinate reading 
of the point on the fig. The number (1), (2), a2:) and the notation T are respec-
tively expressing 1,', A･', A *.' and total wavelength dornain. As the values for 
(1) and (･/.) intersect with each other, so we have obliged to give them on sep-
arated sheets. The value marked by x on the ordinate line are corresponding 
t,o q=0 i. e. the earth's surface. These fig. show that the value for each h 
and for each A,f and T decreases with increasing q with only one exception 
in 1,'in h=5C. 
fig 19-21 are expressing the wavelength distribution of the honzontal 
primary scattering intensity for each h by taking Af in 0.1p unit as abscissa 
and the value as ordinate in (cal/cm'. min) Ia~* unit, the number attached 
to the curve being q. These curves, are needless to say, founded on Table II -
6. Some results. We can derive the following laws from the Tables and 
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fig. as far as the primary scattering is concerned. 
i : The intensity decreases with increasing q for each h and each Ai . 
2 : The intensity increases with increasing h for each q and each If. 
5 : The value of the wavelength in which the intensity becomes max. 
decreases with increasing q for each h. 
4 : The value in the same meaning as 5 decreases with increasing h for 
each q. 
At the end the author expresses his sincer thanks to Dr. Kondratyev, 
Rector or Leningrad University, for his coorporation and interest to this 
reseach. 
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Fig. I -18 are expressing the horizontal primary scattering intensity corresponding to 
Table 11 for each h and for each At' and the total wavelength domain by tak-
ing q as abscissa and the value as ordinate. The value in the unit of (cal/ 
cm2.min.) is the multiplication of lO-'e (_n being given on the ordinate line with 
small blacket) and the ordinate reading of the point on the fig. The number 
""(12) and the notation T are respectively expressing ~l'A2 """ A't2 and (1) , (2) , ･ ･ ･ ･ -
total wavelength domain. 
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ordiate in (cal/cm2.min.) lO-s unit, the number attached to the curve 
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